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Just hours after publishing "Imperial Minions", we were reading a
paper by University of Regina political science professor, Joyce
Green.  She points out an important fact:  the Indigenous population
in Saskatchewan now equals or exceeds the nonNative population.

Instead of being assimilated, we are a growing population of
distinctly Indigenous people all across the land.  We survive against
all odds.

No wonder then, the vociferous rise in antiNative sentiments, press
and behaviour especially in the West.  Organizations like the FCPP
Frontier Centre for Public Policy and the CTF Canadian Taxpayers
Federation play on the fear and anger among Canadians.  As Indigenous
become more visible by our very numbers, we are being used as
scapegoats for all their problems. 

In many Indigenous communities, half of the people are under the age
of 25.  There are few old people and fewer Elders.  These young
Indigenous people face many obstacles and distractions.  Who is there
to guide them?

Green also writes about urban Native street gangs whose alleged
rallying cry is hatred of "Whites".  The reality is that many street
Youth have no one but each other in a predatory world where they are
victim and vilified.

The other day, a flyer arrived in the mail from local MP Scott Reid. 
It was all about guess what??  The big glaring headline was pointed,
"First Nations chiefs should reveal spending".  

Slippery Scott includes a questionnaire, "What do you think?".  You
can either agree, "Yes, Aboriginal Canadians deserve accountable
government" or you can disagree, "No, First Nations government
shouldn't be more accountable." 

What a twisted presumptuous choice he lays out!  It's sort of like
inviting a vegetarian to a banquet and telling him, he has a choice: 
roast pork or roast beef!  The one doing the inviting isn't even the
host but someone passing through.  Either way, Scott prefers you don't
do any thinking.

Speaking of parties, Scott "Who Doesn't Speak to Anyone Who Disagrees
with Him" Reid sent out another flyer a few days later inviting
everyone to his New Years celebrations in Perth and Napanee this
weekend.  See endnotes for details in case you want to go.  Guess what
or who they'll be talking about?
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Imperial minions like Scott Reid remain blind to Original Peoples'
true Nature through decrepit concepts like "civilization", "savages"
and their sense of "inherent superiority".  They will continue to fear
us and hate us and seek to destroy us.  That they have already FAILED
should be evident but they are stubborn and very very afraid.

Kittoh
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